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Phobya Angled 45°
Adaptor Revolvable G1/4"
Outer to G1/4" Outer
Thread - Round - Silver
Nickel Plate

$2.50

Product Images

Short Description
Product Details:
Angled adaptor 45°, G1/4" outer thread to G1/4" outer thread, round and nickel coated.
Everybody is familiar with the issue: The tubing is twisted, the ﬁttings barely ﬁt... what to do? This is the solution! An adaptor with a bearing on
the thread to allow free rotation. This adaptor can be combined with a suitable ﬁtting and tubing is made much easier and safer.
Unlike conventional angled adaptors this adaptor was was designed without any additional ﬂow obstructions. Hence this adaptor causes no
additional ﬂow resistance in the system!
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Technical speciﬁcations:
Material: Brass, silver nickel coated
Threads: 2x G1/4" outer thread
Thread length: 6mm
Height: 30mm
Extent of delivery:
1x Angled adaptor 45° - G1/4" outer thread to G1/4" inner thread - round - silver nickel
Aquainfos has reviewed this product for you

Description
Product Details:
Angled adaptor 45°, G1/4" outer thread to G1/4" outer thread, round and nickel coated.
Everybody is familiar with the issue: The tubing is twisted, the ﬁttings barely ﬁt... what to do? This is the solution! An adaptor with a bearing on
the thread to allow free rotation. This adaptor can be combined with a suitable ﬁtting and tubing is made much easier and safer.
Unlike conventional angled adaptors this adaptor was was designed without any additional ﬂow obstructions. Hence this adaptor causes no
additional ﬂow resistance in the system!
Technical speciﬁcations:
Material: Brass, silver nickel coated
Threads: 2x G1/4" outer thread
Thread length: 6mm
Height: 30mm
Extent of delivery:
1x Angled adaptor 45° - G1/4" outer thread to G1/4" inner thread - round - silver nickel
Aquainfos has reviewed this product for you

Additional Information
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Brand

Phobya

SKU

PH-64169

Weight

0.1000

Fitting Angle

45 Degree

Vendor SKU/EAN

4049469084608
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